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STATE OF MAINE
[Seal
EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT
Augusta Oct 25 1864
Col B H Hinds
Sir
I return this letter to
you from E. G. Chandler from the Hospital at Point Look out & also forward a
copy of an extract of a letter in relation
to the condition of our soldiers at Pensacola –
In regard to the men at Point
Lookout you will lay the matter of
the condition of these men at that place
before the proper department & make
an energetic demand on my behalf that
the state of things ther be investigated
at once & if found as stated in this
communication to you that a furlough
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[?] be applied – I have myself
seen in Hospital men whose only
clothing was a cotton shirt & drawes
no shoes or stockings & if such things are
tolerated in one Hospital they may occur in another – such a state of affairs
should not be allowed to exist at all
any where –– Cannot the soldiers in
the Hospital be transferred to some
other better appointed place?
In relation to the men at Pensacola I have telegraphed to Gen
Meigs for transportation for vegetables &c but have not yet heard from
him – I wish you to call on their
Secy of War & ascertain if an order
for the transfer of our sick in
that Department cannot be
issued so they can leave by the
10th of November –– our soldiers there
have been dying like sheep with the
rot just as I knew they would if
kept there thro the summer –– that
Cavalry regiment one of the best &

best appointed we ever had has
been wasting away at a fearful
rate without benefit to the Government or credit to itself –
I do not understand why if these
cannot be transferred from that Dept,
that some forty came from there &
arrived home last week –
An officer called on me yesterday who accompanied such a squad.
They had been furloughed - he expected
to leave New Orleans on the eighth but
half the number were so sick he was
obliged to leave them with the not
very comforting assurance by the surgeon
there that at least half of those remaining
behind would die ––
I cannot understand how it is
that anti scorbutics cannot be had
in that Department when steamers
are going every week from New York –
You will call on Genl Meigs
He may answer me before you get
this – He will inform you if he has.

As soon as I get the transportation
arranged I shall appeal to the
public for contributions.
Where you cannot obtain of the
under officers any request of mine
created of any importance I
wish again to call on the Secy of
War & say that I have commanded[?] you
to do so –
Respectfully Yours
Saml Cony
Gov of Me

